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Vision
StareChairs aims to transform neglected
public spaces by offering urban furniture
activated with public art. Our intention is to
create a site for engagement, conversation
and interpersonal connections.
We believe that public art has the ability to
transform
public
spaces.
By
creating
StareChairs, we worked to support the goals
of the City of Vancouver’s Public Art boost
and the 11 Guiding Principles found in the
North East False Creek Area Plan. StareChairs
has the potential to bring tangible and
impactful change to the way art is accessed in
the public realm on multiple scales.
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Deep Need
The False Creek waterway has struggled in recent years, with its reputation for poor
cleanliness and sub-par sanitation. This has manifested a disconnect in the relationship
Vancouverites have with the waterfront here in North East False Creek.
The Plaza of Nations in North East False Creek has previously had a festival atmosphere,
hosting events such as the Dragon Boat Festival, the Gay Olympics and Expo ‘86 however,
today the site is largely neglected and desolate. It was once Vancouver's only covered
outdoor plaza and was able to attract a wide array of people to attend its many cultural and
entertainment events. In 2006, the roof covering the plaza was removed along with two
adjoining office buildings due to issues of public safety. As a result many of the events that
were formerly hosted at the Plaza of Nations had to relocate, and the site has not been able
to regain its popularity among Vancouverites.
Today, you can arrive at the Plaza of Nations by boat, bike or by walking, which typically
makes for a great waterfront destination however once you arrive at the site, it lacks the
kind of stickiness that invites one to stop and enjoy this vital part of Vancouver’s spirit.
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Project Idea
To address this deep need for interactivity on the waterfront, we decided to create StareChairs. The idea is a
derivative of a project done in Wroclaw, Poland by artists at No Studio on a similarly neglected waterfront
site. They provided custom blue stair chairs which allowed citizens to claim the site as a place to sit and
relax. We aimed to do this in the same way but modifying the project to include art work to spark
engagement, interactivity and a way to make place in a space that is somewhat invisible to passerbys.
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CityStudio Challenge
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City Studio

Imagination Zone

We are CityStudio Vancouver, an innovation and
experimentation hub inside City Hall where students,
city staff and community members co-create, design
and launch projects on the ground. The central
mission of CityStudio is to innovate and experiment
with the ways cities are co-created, while teaching
students the skills needed to collaborate on real
projects in Vancouver with City staff and community
stakeholders.

CityStudio proposes the formation of the CoV’s first
Imagination Zone. Based on the Dublin Studio (DCC
Studio) we propose the Imagination Zone as a place
of possibility, experimentation and learning for the
“Creative City”.

These projects improve our city and enrich our
neighbourhoods, making the city more livable, joyful
and sustainable. CityStudio launched in 2011 as a
collaboration between the City of Vancouver and the
city’s six post-secondary institutions to engage
students in the hands-on work necessary to
implement city strategies.

We propose a 250 sq/m zone in public space that will
encourage public experiments in creating a healthy &
creative city. The idea is to have experiments and
reversible trials in the middle of the city to see what
works best. This is for trial and learning - as opposed
to trial and error - with demonstration and pilot
projects on the ground inviting the participation of
citizens in collaborative city building and public
innovation.
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1. Staff

Holly Sovdi – West End Community
Planning department and NEFC
Planner
Holly gave feedback on our presentation
in the early stage of our project. He was
also a key contact during our initial
correspondence with Canadian
Metropolitan Properties Corp
representative, Daisen Gee-Wing.

Emory Davidge - NEFC Planner
Emory gave presentation feedback and
recommendations throughout the
process. She was our main contact at the
City of Vancouver. She offered advice on
ways we could negotiate access to the
Plaza of Nations site, as well as provided
contacts and resources throughout the
project process.
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2. Support / Resources
SFU Semester at CityStudio Faculty and
Administration (Janet Moore, Duane
Elverum, Adrian Sinclair and Miriam
Esquitin)
We regularly consulted the faculty and
administration. Each of them offered us their
opinion on how the project was progressing and
also suggested other people in Vancouver that
had the capability to help advance our project. In
addition, they offered us advice and guidance on
how we could better navigate different levels of
bureaucracy. They shared their own experiences
and the lessons they had to learned in their
personal endeavours.

Nickolas Gregson (Vancouver-based Mural
Artist)
Nick’s artistic practice is rooted in graffiti and
community centred public art. He painted four of
the mural chairs at a discounted price and has
volunteered more of his time to help us connect
with a broader network of Vancouver-based artists.
He invited us to his studio - this allowed us to
experience a collective creation of murals.

RONA – Home and Garden Grandview,
Vancouver (Carson Danyluk, Assistant
Manager Operations)
RONA made a generous donation of 5 sheets of
plywood and 2 boxes of screws. These supplies
allowed us to build 4 of the mural chairs. In addition,
the donation allowed us to stay within our budget.
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3. Site
Plaza of Nations
Waterfront Steps,
South West
Corner
Vancouver, BC

Why?
Plaza of Nations has a longstanding history of events and spectacle, and our team
noticed a distinct gap between the city and its relationship with the location. By
injecting art and furniture into the site, it allows for a sense of renewal and placemaking
in an otherwise neglected space.
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4. Stewardship
Hi F.I.V.E.
Our team will give two mural chairs to SFU Hi-Five, a club that
aims to eliminate stigma towards those who are experiencing
mental health distress or illness at Simon Fraser University. In
addition, Hi-Five is currently engaged in outreach initiatives that
are intended to increase the amount of students they reach. We
believe that mural chairs can facilitate these objectives by
creating gathering places, which encourage conversations and a
sense of community.

Nick Gregson
We will leave two of the remaining chairs to Nick
Gregson. Like us, he believes that public art can make
urban spaces more inviting and he would like to
continue exploring the role that mural chairs might
have in realizing this intention. In addition, he intends
to further develop the idea by involving other
Vancouver-based artists and community members in
the process.
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Other Proposed Sites
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5. Scalability
This project aims to contribute to Vancouver’s Public Art Boost. Our vision for StareChairs was to create an
intervention that brings art into a neglected space in a way that is accessible and has the ability to transform
the space by encouraging engagement among people and with their environment.
Ultimately, our project was intended to contribute to placemaking and StareChairs was designed in a way
such that the scale can be modified based on the budget, size of the site etc. Another benefit to the design
is that they are easily transported and can be folded to fit in a mid-size vehicle. This made it easy to test the
chairs around the city and this relates to the success of this project because, if it is popular among the
public, it can easily be moved around the city and be featured in new spaces. Another way that this project
has addressed scale is that the canvas size is large enough to be seen from a distance which important to
achieving our goal of connecting different points of False Creek. The size is also not too daunting for the
artist and can be done indoors.
StareChairs is simple, visually interesting and temporary ,which is a benefit because it can be implemented
or removed from the urban environment based on its popularity and response from the public.
To expand on the legacy of the StareChairs, we have considered the idea of removing the panels of plywood
and assembling a fresh sheet of plywood. This would enable artist to take ownership of their art and would
allow other artists to participate by providing a new mural for the chairs.
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Timeline & Activities
[Friday September 30/Saturday October 1] You Write We Listen
You Write We Listen was a public engagement project inspired by Candy Chang to consult with the public in North
East False Creek to gain insight on what the people in the area would want to see as NEFC develops and changes over
the next few years. In this project we invited the public to answer three questions : Imagine if _ was here, the best
thing about this place is _, and the most fun I’ve had for free is _. The comments collected were used with the
intention of guiding our next stage of project formation to contribute to the Imagination Zone prototype.

[Monday October 3 - Wednesday October 5] You Write We Listen essence distillation and group formation
After the You Write We Listen event the entire cohort reviewed and distilled all of the responses to reveal themes that
were common among the answers from the public. Our group was given the themes waterfront and play and the
challenge we were given was to create a temporary public intervention that would encourage engagement and
support the City of Vancouver’s Public Art boost.

[Wednesday October 12] North East False Creek site visit and open ended idea brainstorm
We spent the day out of the studio doing a walking tour of the entire North East False Creek site. The walk gave us a
better sense of the site and the possible gaps that our project may feel.

[October 12 - October 18] Research of waterfront urban interventions
We continued to do research of other existing waterfront projects, that we could scale down to fit out time and
budget restraints. The project that we were drawn to the most were urban furniture units built in Wroclaw, Poland on
a neglected waterfront that looked extremely similar to the waterfront steps in North East False Creek at the Plaza of
Nations. We decided to move forward with a project inspired by this one.
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Timeline & Activities
[Tuesday October 18] HCMA meeting, Foreshore Session 2 at Access Gallery with Other Sights Artists
To explore some ongoing artist projects we attended a Foreshore session, run in collaboration by Othersight’s Artists
and Access Gallery. The Foreshore sessions are dialogues discuss the foreshore existing at the edge of the city then
asking how it can be brought to the centre. This theme resonated with our project development because with our
(StareChairs) we wanted to bring an element of play and engagement to the city, starting in North East False Creek.

[Friday October 21] Contact Tradeworks
Once we decided to use the chairs in Poland, we sought organizations who may be able to construct the chairs for us.
Tradeworks is a local Vancouver non-profit organization that trains and employs only women who are residents of the
Downtown Eastside in custom carpentry. We contacted them to set up a meeting to find out if we would be able to
use their services.

[Monday October 24] Tradeworks meeting
We met with two representatives from Tradeworks to determine whether our project idea was feasible and to get a
quote for the price of a chair. The quote we were given was at the steeper end of our budget and would not allow us
to have as many chairs as we had hoped for. To move forward in working with Tradeworks, they asked that we
provide them with exact dimensions and a blueprint for the design of the chairs.

[Tuesday October 25] Plaza of Nations site visit, get accurate dimensions
It was critical for the success of StareChairs that we visit the site and spend time there to observe human patterns and
how people use the site. On this date we took the opportunity to do so. While here, we also measured the dimensions
of the stairs to take with us to give to the organization that would be constructing the chairs.
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Timeline & Activities
[Wednesday October 26 ] CityStudio staff consultation & decision to build the chairs ourselves
Once we had these dimensions we consulted CityStudio staff to update them on our process up to this point. We had
a few questions on how we could reduce the costs for fabrication if we contract our work in this way. After seeing our
design specs Duane Elverum was confident that would could save an enormous amount of money if we construct the
chairs ourselves. Using his support and expertise as a furniture architect and using other skill sets available to us
within the cohort, we would be able to construct the chairs at CityStudio in a relatively short timeframe.

[Wednesday October 26] Take cardboard prototype to site and test it
Using the dimensions gathered from our previous site visit, we built a prototype of a single person chair. Our first
modification to the design of the chairs was realized after this visit to the site where we took the cardboard prototype
and tested its suitability. This prototype was a single person seat and as a result, we learned that this size was not
sufficient for the impact that we wished to achieve. Moving forward, we discarded this version and moved forward
with a love seat style chair.

[Tuesday November 1] Confirm donation from Rona Grandview-Vancouver
The next step was to source cheap or free plywood for construction of the chairs.
We started to brainstorm ways to involve Vancouver's communities and organizations. Rona was an organization that
we were initially in contact with because of their track record of community support for various fundraisers or events.
Rona’s unwritten criteria for projects that they support required that they must be beneficial to the local community
in Vancouver and it was rewarding to know that we shared the same vision for the greater community with Rona. This
was a successful contact to make because after our conversation where they learned about our plans for bringing art
into the city Carson Danyluk Assistant Manager at Rona -Grandview donated 5 sheets of plywood and 2 boxes of
screws on Rona’s behalf, which were essential to the construction of the chairs. This donation was symbolic of the
shared values in the city, proving that even private organizations see the impact that a project such as StareChairs will
have in Vancouver.
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Timeline Photos - Inception
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Timeline & Activities
[Wednesday November 2] Meet Daisen Gee-Wing Senior VP of Canadian Metropolitan Properties Ltd., Plaza
of Nations site owner
Before we could start construction, we needed to ensure that the site owners would give us permission to activate
the space since the Plaza of Nations is privately owned. City of Vancouver Downtown Planner Holly Sovdi offered to
facilitate a connection between our team and Senior Vice President of Canadian Metropolitan Properties Ltd. Daisen
Gee-Wing. We utilized our support within the City of Vancouver and scheduled to meet with Daisen on this date to
ask for approval to move forward with StareChairs.

[Thursday November 3] Travel to Rona for donation pickup (5 sheets of plywood, 2 boxes of screws)
On November 3, we travelled to the Grandview Vancouver Rona location where we met and thanked Carson Danyluk
and took the plywood back to the studio.

[Monday November 7 - Friday November 14] Construction; cut wood, sand, assemble, layer of primer
Construction took place over this week starting by tracing out a cut list onto the sheets of plywood then using a table
saw to cut the pieces accordingly. Classmates Andrew _ and Hongjian Yang generously offered their assistance in this
step. Once the wood was cut, it was assembled and then the chairs were sanded. Once sanded, they were given a
coat of primer to protect the chairs from wearing down over time and in unfavourable weather conditions.

[Monday November 14] Prototype real chair on site
Now that we had two chairs fully assembled, we took one to the Plaza of Nations for another prototype. We were
extremely content with the size, comfort, and construction of the chairs in relation to the site.
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Timeline Photos - Build / Prototype
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Timeline & Activities
[Tuesday November 15] Meet Nick & Hand off StareChairs to him
We had a meeting in late morning on the 15th with our artist Nick Gregson for the first time. We went over logistics,
payment, art inspiration and day of event plans. By this date, all 4 chairs had been completed and Nick Gregson was
able to come to CityStudio and pick them up to begin designing them. We are very fortunate that Nick owns a
pick-up truck and all 4 of the chairs were able to fit once folded into its packing/storing position.

[Wednesday November 16- Thursday November 24] Imagination Zone launch planning and promotion
During these dates, the cohort shared the responsibility to begin promoting the launch of our projects. This included a
press release to the major news outlets in the Lower Mainland, personal invites to all of our dialogue guess and
connecting all of our personal networks to start a conversation about our pilot projects for the Imagination Zone.

[Thursday November 24] Meeting with Stephen Caine SFU Risk Manager, visit Nick’s studio to help with
progress
On this date Miriam Esquetin scheduled a risk assessment meeting with Stephen Caine, Risk Manager at SFU to help
review a risk assessment form that we had completed for the StareChairs. The risk assessment was requested by
Daisen on behalf of the Plaza of Nations, and it was a good introductory skill to learn.
FOllowing this meeting with Stephen, we visited Nick Gregson at his studio to help with the process, do some
planning for the event day

[Saturday November 26] Imagination Zone/StareChairs launch 12-6pm.
CityStudio presented the very first iteration of the Imagination Zone. All five project groups demonstrated their
projects on this Saturday t the general public.
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Timeline Photos - Launch
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Timeline & Activities
[Monday November 28] Test three chairs on various sites with stairs in Vancouver
To acknowledge some of the feedback that we received at our launch, we tested the chairs on other sites in the City
of Vancouver such as the Vancouver Art Gallery, Stanley Park etc.

[Wednesday November 30] Project Presentations
Throughout this semester, we have been describing our process to many City of Vancouver staff, artists and
community members so we used November 30 as an opportunity to present the outcomes and future steps to the
people that have been engaged in our projects along the way. All five groups presented for 10 minutes total and many
of our groups had questions from the audience as to how the projects could be incorporated into upcoming events.

[Thursday December 1] Meeting with Hi F.I.V.E. at SFU
Meet with Hi F.I.V.E. to discuss a potential stewardship plan, possibly implementing StareChairs at SFU.

[Friday December 2] Hubub 7!
Hubub 7 at City Hall is the final project presentation. Designed as an open flow showcase for City of Vancouver staff,
community members and friends and family to see what the CityStudio groups and campus courses at SFU, BCIT AND
UBC have been working on all semester. Guests vote with “sustainabucks” for the prize they want to see most in the
real world. We received positive feedback from the Engineering department who asked that we tell Public Art
representative Karen Henry that they love StareChairs and public seating n the city should be more like this.
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Remaining Questions
●

How can we get the City of Vancouver to prototype with mural chairs?

●

How can the project be modified so that it is relevant all year and every year?

●

How can we modify the design while keeping the production costs reasonable?

●

What is the best way to make the chairs theft-proof?

●

Did we overlook any vital partnerships that could still unleash this project’s potential?

●

Would StareChairs be more effective in other cities?
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Project Barriers
Risk and liability
The first barrier we encountered was related to the site we chose. Plaza of Nations is private property and
yet there is unrestricted public access. Moreover, there is a precedence of people tripping and suing the site
owner. Installing public art in such a place comes with challenges that relate to risk and liability.
In an attempt to mitigate this challenge, we developed and submitted a Risk Management Plan to Canadian
Metropolitan representative, Daisen 000. The plan contained a careful examination of the possible risks
associated with installing the chairs and the precautions we would implement to reduce the risks. During
our launch event, we designated shifts so that we were always on site to monitor how the chairs are used.
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Risk Management Plan
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Project Barriers
Time constraint
The second barrier was related to fitting every part of the design, construction and painting process within
the timeline without compromising the quality of the deliverables. We were able to finish the construction
phase of the project on time. We later found out that we had underestimated the length of time it would
take for Nick Gregson to complete the paintings.
To accommodate for this, Nick painted parts of the chairs with the largest surface area first so that the
chairs could be ready for use. In addition, one of the chairs was live painted during the launch event. This
allowed people to see both the finished product and the creation process that usually happens behind the
scene.

Weather conditions
The cold and rainy weather prevented people from fully engaging with the chairs. Most people appreciated
them for their aesthetics more than their comfort.
We anticipated that this would happen and we took a few steps to account for it. We had a large umbrella
and towels that were available for anyone who wanted to sit down. In addition, we also exhibited the chairs
in different parts of Vancouver the following day, which was warm and sunny. We observed that people
26
were more willing to sit on the chairs.

Recommendations
The projects need to be adaptable to
different waterfront conditions and sites.
Future versions of StareChairs will include
interchangeable painting surfaces so that
artist continue to have ownership of their
art.
The City of Vancouver needs more projects
like StareChairs to increase access to
waterfront areas.
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Budget
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Media Release
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